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to prepare

in advance

Jamie’s Superfood Salad
Jacket Sweet Potatoes
Cheesy Chicken Balls
Nut Falafel
Bolognese
Salsa
Grain Free Multi-Seed Crackers
Pesto
Not Quite White Christmas
Ginger Snap Biscuits

Key:
Vegetarian

Gluten Free / Gluten Free Option

Video

Dairy Free / Dairy Free Option
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ideas

breakfast

Egg Baskets

recipe

VIdeo

Whilst these may be called Easter Egg Baskets, they’d be great for a Christmas brunch
or a weekend breakfast.

recipe

Paleo Brekky BowL

This is a great grain-free fresh twist on muesli. Perfect for a hot summer morning.

recipe

Zucchini Scramble

Add some extra veg to your scrambled eggs and serve up with some smoked salmon
and cherry tomatoes on the side. Delish!

Banana-free Green Smoothie

recipe

How about a fresh, veggie-packed smoothie for a light start to the day?

Two Ingredient Pancakes

recipe

Take a simple banana-egg recipe and try one of these variations for a quick and
delicious breakfast.

Brunch Bruschetta

recipe

Hosting a Christmas breakfast or brunch? Make my super yummy bruschetta toppings
and pop into bowls on the table for guests to serve for themselves on top of toasted
sourdough or gluten free bread. Some creamy scrambled eggs alongside would make
this the perfect brunch spread!
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lunch

ideas

Jamie’s Superfood SalaD

recipe

I do love me some Jamie! This is a great one to prep ahead (add the dressing and avo
later) for quick workday lunches, or to take along to a Christmas bbq.

Nut Falafel

recipe

A legume-free version of falafel. Great to serve over salad or in a wrap.

Jacket Sweet Potatoes
Bake a batch of small sweet potatoes (or cut larger ones into thick slices), then use
as the base for lunch toppings. Think leftover Bolognese, or tinned beans, cheese &
salsa, or tomato, avo & feta tossed with lemon juice & olive oil, or coleslaw & leftover
chicken or some avo smashed with tinned tuna. Endless topping possibilities and
something you can prep ahead to make life simpler.

Cucumber “Sushi”

recipe

An easy way to get sushi ingredients together without the hassle of rolling. Try adding
some dulse flakes to the rice mix to get that seaweed goodness in.

Sweet Potato & Zucchini Fritters

recipe

Perfect for dinner with leftovers for lunch, or just make a batch on the weekend for
easy lunches throughout the week. Great topped with pesto or with feta, tomato &
avo.

Cheesy Chicken BallS

recipe

A fantastic addition to lunchboxes, served with salad, or as a finger food at a party.
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dinner

ideas

Chicken, Carrot & Feta Patties

recipe

This is a winner with kids everywhere. Mine love them with veggie chips or carrot and
cucumber sticks on the side.

Roast Chicken
I don’t know how I survived for so long not knowing how simple it is to roast a chicken.
It really is easy, and is usually the cornerstone of my weekly meal plan. And my Easy
Veggie Side is a great accompaniment (as well as the obligatory roast spuds!)
Roast Chicken
Easy Veggie Side

recipe
recipe

Rich and Tasty Slow-Cooked Lamb Shanks

recipe

There’s nothing better than putting your slow cooker on in the morning, knowing
dinner will be sorted by evening. My lamb shanks recipe is so simple but so tasty – and
it can be served up however your family likes it best – with mash, as a stew, as a soup.

Bolognese

recipe

Always a family winner, my Simple and Rich Bolognese is of course great served with
pasta (we love spelt pasta, but it also works well as leftovers used in pies or jacket
potatoes. Or just pop the leftovers in the freezer to make life easier on a busy night
later on.

Sausage and Veggies

recipe

Dinner doesn’t get much simpler – or kid-friendly - than sausages. And baking
the sausages in the oven with veggies is the simplest way of all to get them on the
table without stress. Buy the best quality sausages you can – and try for gluten- and
preservative-free to avoid extra additives.
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dinner

ideas (cont.)

Leftover Chicken Pasta
Stretch that beautiful roast chicken to another meal by adding it to a simple pasta dish.
Try either my Rich Tomato Chicken Pasta or Creamy Chicken Avocado & Kale Pasta,
using your favourite pasta – spelt, gluten free, buckwheat…
RICH TOMATO CHICKEN PASTA

recipe

CREAMY CHICKEN AVOCADO & KALE PASTA

Stuffed Butternut

recipe
recipe

For a vegetarian meal worthy of your Christmas table, try this butternut pumpkin
stuffed with quinoa, chickpeas, cranberries and kale. Yum!
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snack

ideas
recipe

Salsa & Corn Chips

Whip up this quick tomato salsa in the blender to serve with some good quality corn
chips. Add some guacamole for a full Mexican fiesta snack.

Grain-free Multi-seed Crackers

recipe

Try some of the variations on these simple crackers to serve up at your next gathering
(or just to your hungry kids!)

Pesto

recipe

This simple pesto makes the best of summer basil. Great to have on hand as a dip for
veggie sticks or crackers. Or to toss through pasta with some leftover chicken and
veggies for a quick dinner!

Not Quite White Christmas

recipe

Need to take a plate somewhere? Or just need a sweet treat? Try this better-for-you
version of a good old favourite.

Christmas Caprese Skewers

recipe

Thread cherry tomatoes, baby bocconcini balls and basil onto toothpicks or small
skewers. Arrange them on a circular plate as a Christmas wreath as in the picture
below and they make a great take-along dish, too!

Ginger Snap Biscuits

recipe

Yummy biscuits with that beautiful spicy ginger flavour. Great to bake and give as gifts
too!
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monday

tuesday

wednesday

thursday

friday

saturday

Brunch
Bruschetta

Paleo
Brekky Bowl

Zucchini
Scramble

Paleo
Brekky Bowl

Two Ingredient
Pancakes

Smoothie

Egg Baskets

Cucumber
“Sushi”

Superfood
Salad

Superfood
Salad

Jacket Sweet
Potatoes
with leftover
Bolognese

Nut Falafel
Wraps

Leftover
Sausages with
Salad

Cheesy Chicken
Balls with Raw
Veg Platter

Roast Chicken &
Easy Veggie Side

Leftover
Chicken Pasta

Bolognese

Chicken Carrot
& Feta Patties
with Veggie
Chips

Sausages &
Veggies

Lamb Shanks
with Mash

Sweet Potato &
Zucchini Fritters

Caprese
Skewers

Grain Free Multiseed Crackers &
Pesto

Ginger Snap
Biscuits

Crackers &
Pesto

Salsa &
Corn Chips

Ginger Snap
Biscuits

Not Quite
White Christmas
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